
Dear Paul, 	 8/19/76 

There ip a special reason for this hasty respense to your 8/13, here today. 

My lecli had already been interrupted when the mail came. I'd taken Lil grocery 
shppping. 

I'll read the clips when I can. Thanks for them. 

I should never have boasteu about how good I felt. I then became uncomfortable 

in the feet, especially when I sit, however I sit and whatever I wear. The local 

vascular man was going on vacation and set an appointment for the 30th. But I've just 

made an appointment with a local GP for tomorrow afternoon. 

"An old acquaintance of mine was one of his oldest friends" you say of the 

recently departed who had been questioned by your local fuzz who, like just about all the 

police involved in this, are lying. I've been feeding a reporter friend who feeds back. 

I don't know the interests of your acquaintance or his willingnesses but I have 

spotted in this what others have missed. I have no idea who is responsible for that 
departure or several others that, if you do not know, coincide with it. But I can pin-
point one in particularly who did a k job in the interest of this client(s). 

It did serve official interests, however. And he was not without official connections, 

I'm certain. 

I'm not saying it has current meaning because I do not know. I am saying it was 

irregular and may or may not be relevant. 

I've informed a couple of reporters I know. I do not know whether they will be able 

to do anything or will even be assigned to. But the information is out of my possession 

only. my hunch is that is an have relevance. 

Among the cops who are lying are those in uhicago. They deny any interest and deny 

an alleged suicide dead for five days without being smelled by her neighbors was Nat 

married to a roan who floated ashore off Staten island, also wrapped in chains, the same 

day. She had been. And the medical examiner posted the alleged suicide as "natural causes." 

But I'm not inviting any more health problems. 

Lil is retyping "The Oefenestration of "eery Cott." One of my real regrests is that 

it is an impossibility for me to sit down and do one thing at a atime and give it full 

attention. t may not be a good job. Please make any suggestions you may want to or 

if you know'someone there who might be interested and is an editor or writer please ask 
for it to be done. I'm overloaded with legal work I want to complete before Jim returns. 

.1% has to do with an outstanding citizen I'm sure you want to receive all the attention 

ilossible, Dugan, who you obsered iu action. I'll have written as much as a book before 

im is back, addressing every paper he has filed and laying a basis, judge willing, for 

Something to happen. 

Caution Ebsen against taking Garrison literally. I havenet read the book and won't 

waste money on it but I know Garrison well and I know the antecedents, a job on him by 

the spooks that 1  broke up in ane aspect. Their profile on him was perfect. 

I've heard of but have not read or seen "The Control of Candy .ones." I recall her, 

her marriage, etc. While I still have not eead all the records I  now have on this I have 
had several called to my attention bu those to whom I've provided copies and I'm as astounded 

as I am pleased at the factual confirmation of my initial analysis. Now even to the minerature 
container for aerosol distribution. 

There never was a time wheh the Roselli murder was not a federal case with a real law 

to give the Bureau jurisidiction. How many guesses do you need on why they said they would 

not enter and their claim to no jurisdiction? Thanks and best, 
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August 13, 1976 

Dear Harold; 

Just a note with a couple of clippings 
from the L.A. Times about Kelly. Also, the 
ad for the book on MLK by Mac Millan. The 
carbbn of your letter to Jerry explained 
somewhat the situation anout the book. 
The Roselli murder is interesting. An old 
aquaintance of mine was one of his oldest 
frinds. I had a talk with him last night, 
of course he wouldn't say much but he had 
all ready been questioned by the LAPD and 
the Bureau although they say they are not 
into the case. He is mentioned in the Xrox 
of the article included. 

I very much like the title "The 
Defenestration of Henry Cott." I am looking 
forward to your outline. I showed Ebsen the 
letter you sent mentioning your DR's advice 
on exercise etc. He wanted me to thank you. 
He also read Garrisons book TheStartspangled 
Contract and was very impressed by the content. 
He would like to read my copy of Oswald in 
New Orleans. 

Give my best to Lil and am glad to 
hear your are in pretty good shppe. 

Best, 

7/- 
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